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GETTING STARTED
Overview
Binary MLM eCommerce is a plugin which enables you to run a full blown eCommerce site
based on the Binary Structure of Networks within the WordPress CMS.

Installation
WordPress Installation
1. Go to Plugins > Add New.
2. Under Upload, click Browse, locate the zip file of your plugin download package and
click Open.
3. Click Install Now to install the Plugin.
4. If successful, click Activate Plugin to activate it.

FTP Installation
1. Using an FTP program, upload the plugin folder binary-mlm-ecommerce to the
/wp-content/plugins folder of your WordPress installation.
2. Go to Plugins screen in your WordPress admin and find the newly uploaded Binary
MLM eCommerce plugin in the list.
3. Click Activate Plugin to activate it.

Plugin Version check
Go to Plugins > Installed Plugins
Find Binary MLM eCommerce plugin in the list at installed plugins page. You can check the
version of the installed plugin as shown in the image below:
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WP ADMIN SETTINGS
Dashboard

Immediately, after activation of the plugin, you would need to visit the dashboard page in order
to activate your license key. Our blog article explains the process of generation of license key.
Information about obtaining Support and relevant articles from our Support Site / Blog are also
shown on the Dashboard page.
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Create First User in Network

To create the first user account (this is typically the company account) you are required to
choose a username, password and email address. Once the necessary fields have been filled
up click the Submit button. This would create a new user in your WordPress database. This user
would also show up in the default Users > All Users interface.
Please note that the default WP admin user which you created while installing WordPress
is NOT an MLM user. Hence none of the MLM features and pages in the Member’s Area
would work while you are logged in as the default WP Admin user.
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Settings Overview

Use the main menu of Binary MLM Ecom to configure the settings. Go to Binary MLM Ecom >
Settings to open the Settings Page. The settings page has the following sections / tabs.
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Let’s understand the features and functions of each of the tabs.
General Settings
The General Settings tab is a very important page as the Registration page settings of your
network are defined here.

At the top of the page you would see a URL in bold. This URL is required to be copied and
paste in the .htaccess file of your WordPress install. This line of code can be pasted after the
#End WordPress line in the .htaccess file. This is required to be pasted in the .htaccess file for
the Affiliate URLs of the Members to work correctly.
If this line of code is not pasted in .htaccess file, then the affiliate URLs for all the members
would result in a 404 Page not found error.
Add Only Paid User to Network:
When this option is checked only those users will be added to the network who have made a
purchase from the WooCommerce shop. (at least one of their orders is in the completed status)
Redirect Affiliate URL:
By default the affiliate URL for your members is setup to redirect to the registration page
included in our plugin. In case you would like the affiliate URL to redirect to a different page,
please specify the desired URL in this field.
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Click the Update Options button to save the values under the Settings -> General Tab.

Mapping:
Order Mapping:
The drop down shows the default order statuses for WooCommerce. Please choose the order
status for which an order shall be treated as paid for the purpose of Point Value (hereinafter
referred to as PV) and Commission Distribution. Our system will only pick up those orders for
the purpose of PV and Commission Distribution whose status has been changed to the status
set below in your WooCommerce Store.

Click the Update Options button to save the values under the Settings -> Mapping Tab.
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Eligibility:

Use this screen to define the eligibility criteria for a member to start earning commissions in the
network.
Minimum Personal Point Value:
The minimum Personal Point Value that the member needs to achieve for himself before he can
start earning commissions in the network.
Number of Direct Referrers:
The number of paid, direct and personal referrals a member needs to introduce in his downline
before he can start earning commissions.
Direct Referrer Ratio (Left & Right):
The number of paid direct and personal referrals a member needs to introduce in this left leg &
right leg before he can start earning commissions.
Minimum Point Value of each referrer:
The minimum purchase point value of each Direct and Personal referer for a member to get
commission for that referrer.
Click the Update Options button to save the values under the Settings -> Eligibility Tab.
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Payout:

On this and other tabs we have used the word Units. Basically 1 Unit = 1 Pair for which a
commission is payable. We prefer to use the word Units in order to avoid any confusion.
Group Point Value:
The total consolidated PV in your left and right leg which shall be counted as 1 Unit for the
purpose of Commission Distribution.
Initial Units Rate:
Incentivise your members by paying them a slightly higher commission rate for the initial X
Units. Set the number of pairs/units for which the member will be paid the higher rate and
payout rate per Unit.
For example - If you want to set commission 5% for the first 5 units then it will be entered as 0.05 for first 5 Units.
If you want to set commission 150 for 10 units then it will be entered as - 150 for first 5 Units.
Further Units Rate:
This is the payout amount that would be payable to a member for all Units after the Initial Units.
For example - If you want to set commission 2% for further units then it will be entered as - 0.02
for further unit.
If you want to set commission 140 for further units then it will be entered as - 140 for further
units.
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Service Charges (if any):
An amount that is deducted from each Payout paid to the member as a fixed Service Charge.
eg. $2 as a processing fee for each payout.
TDS (Tax Deducted at Source):
Some countries have a legislation of deducting Income Tax at source while making commission
payments to its members. In case there is a tax deduction required in your country you can
specify the tax % here.
Cap Limit Amount:
This is the maximum amount that can be paid to a member during a single payout cycle. The
additional amount will be flushed from the system and will NOT be carried forward to the next
payout cycle.
Referral Commission:
This is the amount paid to a sponsor for sponsoring a new member in the network. This amount
is paid for all new members referred to the network by the existing member. You can set this for
just the first purchase or all purchases made by new member.

Payout Commission Setting example:

You can define Unit ratio as 1:1 and the Unit amount as the amount to pay for every unit. Let’s
assume that the pair amount is 5 for initial 10 pairs and 2 for all further pairs.
In a particular payout cycle the user has 200 PV on the left side and 300 PV on his right side.
On the basis of 1:1, this will deduct 200 PVs from the left side and 200 PVs from the right side
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and create a payout for 200 Units. 0 PVs on the left side and 100 PVs on the right side would be
carried forward to the next payout cycle.
The commissions earned by the user will be calculated as follows: (assuming this is the first
payout earned by the user as Initial Pairs are calculated only once for any user)
Total Units = 200
Initial units = 10
Initial unit rate = 5
Further Units = 200 - 10 = 190
Further unit rate = 2
Total Commission = (10 x 5) + (190 x 2) = 430
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Bonus:

Specify the total number of Units (pairs) that a member needs to achieve and the corresponding
bonus amount for the same.
To add a new slab click the Add Bonus button. Specify the number of pairs / members and the
corresponding amount for the next slab.
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Deductions :
These settings will define the amounts that would be deducted from the withdrawals made by
members at MLM Financial Dashboard.
Please note All % amounts would always apply the specified % to the actual amount withdrawn.
Withdrawal Methods Settings
You can configure the various withdrawal methods and the amount (fixed or percentage) that
would be deductible if the member opts for a particular method of withdrawal.
You need to click on “Add Row” button for adding multiple withdrawal methods. You can delete
the specific withdrawal method by selecting the “Select” check box for a specific row then
clicking at “Delete Row” button.

Withdrawal methods that you set at above “Withdrawal Method Settings” screenshot is/are listed
at Financial Dashboard page in the Withdrawal Mode select box as screenshot below -
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Ewallet Transfer Settings eWallet transfer fee is set as fixed or percentage figure at eWallet transfer settings. Minimum
transferable amount is also set at this page.

These settings can be checked at user’s financial dashboard at frontend as screenshot below.
You can also view the ewallet transfer fee - 2, in the screenshot below that has been set in the
wallet transfer setting in deduction page.
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Other Deductions Settings
Deductions are generic amounts that are deductible while initiating withdrawals.
You can configure other deductions(fixed or percentage) that would be deducted from a
withdrawal. Typical examples could include a general service charge, admin fee, withholding tax
or any other amount that you like to deduct from the withdrawal amount.

You need to click at “Add Row” button for adding multiple deduction entries. You can delete the
specific deduction entry by selecting the “Select” check box for a specific row then clicking at
“Delete Row” button.
Deduction Name that you set at above “Other Deductions Settings” screenshot is/are listed at
Financial Dashboard page as screenshot below -
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Cron Jobs:
Cron Jobs Settings:
The following file would need to be set as Scheduled/Cron Jobs. These files basically monitor
the Completed orders in the system and automatically commit the payout.
Sample Example URL of file:
http://yourdomain.com/wp-content/plugins/binary-mlm-ecommerce/wpmlm-admin/payout/distribu
te-pv.php
http://yourdomain.com/wp-content/plugins/binary-mlm-ecommerce/wpmlm-admin/payout/distribu
te-money.php

You need to change the “yoursitedomain.com” with your actual domain name.
Schedule Frequency:
Set this to run every hour. If your system is very active and receives a lot of orders then the
frequency can even be brought down to 30 mins or 15 mins.
Our help article for cron job setting is available at Creating Cron Jobs for the Scheduler Files
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Registration Settings:
This screen is used for showing and hiding fields at user registration and update profile form.

You can also set or unset whether these fields will be “required” or not by selecting the required
checkbox against the specific field.
You can also make these fields as ‘read only’ at profile update form page by checking the “Read
Only at Profile Form”.

Email Settings :
You can manage and edit the email templates for different activities like - when a payout is
received, when a new member joins your downline, when a withdrawal is initiated and when a
withdrawal is processed.
You can enable or disable specific emailing activity by marking check/uncheck the “Enable this
Mail” checkbox. You can also merge or insert new entries in the template. Please hover the
mouse at “Merge Codes” and click at specific item for inserting it into template.
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Payout Received Mail:
When the payout routine is run this email template will be sent to all the members who have
earned commissions and bonuses in a particular payout cycle.

Network Growing Mail:
When a new member joins the network this email will be sent to all members in the upline of that
user right up to the first user of the network.
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Withdrawal Initiated Mail:
This is the email that is sent to the site admin notifying him when a member initiates a new
withdrawal from the MLM Financial Dashboard.

Withdrawal Processed Mail:
This email is sent to an individual member once his withdrawal has been successfully
processed by the admin.
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Wallet Transfer Mail - This email is sent to an individual member once a member transfers
money to him.
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Reset All MLM Data:
If you wish to erase all MLM Data click the Reset All MLM Data button below. This will erase all
users (except your WP Admin), all MLM Settings, Commissions, Bonuses, Payouts, etc..
CAUTION:
Be very sure that you would like to erase all MLM data and start afresh. There is no way to get
your data back once erased (unless of course you have a backup).
Once all the MLM data has been reset you need to configure all the settings once again, starting
from Creating the First User of your network.
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Run Payout :

This script can be run manually once every week, every fortnight or every month depending on
the payout cycle of the network.
Distribute PV:
Click the distribute PV button to distribute the PVs in the upline for completed orders in this
payout cycle. It would show preview of tabulated data for PV distribution as like the screenshot
below -

Please note T1 Own PV = 3000 - 300(Minimum Personal Point Value) = 2700
T2 Own PV = 3000 - 300(Minimum Personal Point Value) = 2700
Here, own PV , 2700 will be added in the weaker leg PV of T1 and T2 in the next payout cycle.

Now click on the button "Click here to Confirm the Distribution of Point Value". The success
message will be shown as below.
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Distribute Money:
Now click at “Distribute Money” button for viewing the commission distribution data preview as
screenshot below. It calculates the Units and their payout based on the Left and Right side PV
values for different users

Finally click on the button “Click here to Confirm the Distribution of Amount” for commissions
distribution at user’s account. The success message will be shown as below -
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Members Info:
Use this screen to search the member in the network. You have to place username in the
search box for getting individual row of member data or information.

You need to click at "paper lens" icon in the view column for viewing - specific member
information dashboard as screenshot below.
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You can view the summary information for Direct Group members, Left Group members, Right
Group members, Consultants members, Unpaid members and payout of the user at this page.
The member info dashboard page has the tabs for Direct Group, Left Group, Right Group,
Consultants, Unpaid members and payout. You need to click at each tab for viewing detailed
information.
Let’s understand the features and functions of each of the tabs.
Direct Group members
Please click at “Direct Group” tab to view the members list in the direct group (A member is in a
user’s Direct Group if he has personally sponsored that member to the network. This will be
independent of where the member is placed in my downline). It would show information as
below screenshot.
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Left Group members
Please click at “Left Group” tab to view the members list in the left group (All members on the
left side of a user’s downline, whether sponsored personally or not). You can view all members
that are under the specific member’s left leg. It would show member information as below
screenshot.

Right Group members
Please click at “Right Group” tab to view the members list in the right group (All members on the
right side of a user’s downline, whether sponsored personally or not). You can view all members
that are under the specific member’s right leg. It would show member information as below
screenshot.
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Consultants members
Please click at “Consultants” tab to view the members list in your consultant (All members in a
user’s downline, whether sponsored personally or not). You can view all members that are
under the specific member’s downline (left and right legs). It would show member information as
below screenshot.

Unpaid members
Please click at “Unpaid Members” tab to view the members list having unpaid status. It would
show member information as below screenshot.
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Withdrawals:
This page lists all the pending withdrawals in the system which are pending for processing by
the admin. These requests can then be processed by the admin by clicking and selecting the
Process option in the Bulk Actions select box.

Multiple withdrawal requests can be processed or deleted by the admin as bulk actions as
screenshot below -
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Reports :
Processed Withdrawals:
You can view a list of all withdrawal requests at this page that have been successfully
processed.
You can also export the list into csv file format by clicking on the button “Export to CSV”

Payouts:
List for various payouts generated in the network can be viewed on this page.
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Click on the ‘Paper Lens icon’ in the View column to view the details of one individual payout.
Individual payout detail screen has been shown below -

Product PV
Product Point Value(PV) is entered at - Products > All Products
You need to edit the specific product page as image below.
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You can view the Product PV entry field at the product entry page as screenshot below -
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MEMBER’S AREA / FRONTEND
Registration Page
Our plugin provides inbuilt MLM pages that are shown on the front-end of the site. These pages
are automatically generated when you install the plugin.
You can register into the network using the registration form at the registration page. General
information like username, password, email, first name and last name are collected at the
registration page.

In case a user comes to the website using an existing member’s affiliate URL, the Sponsor
Name field will be automatically filled with the username of the user whose affiliate URL was
used.
Affiliate Url is available at “My Network” page, you can copy it at ‘My Network’ page. Example
affiliate url Sample Affiliate URL for first user http://yourdomainname.com/register-new-user/u/firstuser
Generic Format
http://yourdomainname.com/register-new-user/u/{username of the user}

In case the user comes to the website directly, he will be required to input the username of an
existing member(sponsor) who referred him to the network.
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New user is free to choose left or right placement.
The additional fields shown on the form will depend on the fields selected under the
Registration Settings tab in the admin.
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Frontend – Network:
MLM pages Menu You need to configure MLM pages menu in the admin for enabling it in your site navigation.
MLM pages sample menu has been shown in the below image -

Please note You must be logged in as MLM user to use or view the relevant data on the MLM pages.
Otherwise it would show the error message as below “Oops. It seems you do not have sufficient privileges to access this page. Only users who are
part of the network will be able to access this page.”
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1- My Networks:

It is overall a single platform or page to view user‘s personal and functional information like
Affiliate URL details, Total Business(PV) details, Payout details, Network (Left, Right and
Personal Sales) details.
You can navigate at each section’s detail page by clicking at "View All" or “View Detail” link.
You can only use this page link in your site's main navigation. No need to add other network
pages link in the site's main navigation as screenshot below -

In this way your user can navigate at each network page(financial dashboard page, my payout,
genealogy page etc.) from this page.
Below is the sample screenshot for a user’s My Network page.
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There are multiple sections at the My Network page. Below are details for each one Affiliate URL - You can copy the affiliate url at “click me to copy affiliate url” link
Left Members - It shows all your downlines members in your left leg.
Right Members - It shows all your downlines members in your right leg.
Personal Members - It shows your downlines members that have sponsored by you.
Unpaid Members - It shows your downlines members that have unpaid payment status .
Ewallet Balance - It shows total ewallet available balance in your account.
Total Members - It shows all your downlines members irrespective of your sponsorship.
Network Growth - It shows latest five entries in your network users as colored graph.
Payouts - It shows latest five payout entries in your account as colored graph.
Personal Informations - It shows email, date of joining, username and sponsor name etc.
PV Details - It shows left, right and total PV including user own PV.
Partial PV - It shows remaining PV after last payout.

2 - Financial Dashboard:
Financial details like - account balance, withdrawal balance, transaction history are shown at the
financial dashboard page.
You can withdraw your balance amount using Withdrawal Form. You can transfer your balance
amount to existing valid user using Wallet to Wallet transfer form.
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All financial transaction like - Amounts for payouts, withdrawals and transfers are listed in the
Transaction history table on clicking the “View Transaction History” button as screenshot below -

3 - Join Network:

If you are customer and have completed order then you can become MLM user by filling the join
network form. You need to place your Sponsor username and position where you want to join in
the network.
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4 - My Consultants:
At this page you can view all members in your downline, both left and right legs (whether
personally sponsored or not by you.)

5- My Direct Group Details:
This page lists all the members in a user’s downline that have been personally sponsored by the
user.
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6- My Left Group Details:
User can view all members that are under his Left leg.

7- My Right Group Details:
User can view all members that are under his right leg.

8- My Payouts:
You can view the summary information for Payouts like - Credit amount, Pending payments,
Processed payments, Available amount.
List of payouts are listed at this page. You can view the details of individual payout by clicking
at “View” link at the specific row. Below is the screenshot for “My Payouts” page -
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9- Unpaid Consultants:
All the members are listed at this page that has payment status - unpaid. You can check the
user’s payment status at “My Network” page.

10- Update Profile:
This page is used for updating the user profile information that you had entered while
registration at the network. You can also show additional fields at this page by setting the fields
selection at the Registration Settings tab in the admin.

11- View Genealogy:
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It is used to show Geneology of currently logged in user. You can search for specific user’s (in
your downline) genealogy by placing the username in the search box.
You can also add user under specific member or user by using “add” link.

END OF DOC
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